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Abstract

The methodology for discrete-time design of a fine steering mirror

tracking control loop is presented. It is shown that high tracking accuracy can be

achieved for optical communications by using low cost fine steering mirrors and

moderate sampling rates.
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Optical communication requires accurate and stable pointing of a transmit laser beam in

the presence of platform jitter in order to achieve and maintain high data rates. High bandwidth

fine steering mirrors are typically used to stabilize the receive line of sight (LOS) in optical

communication systems, allowing a second low bandwidth steering mechanism to point ahead

the transmit laser beam towards the receiver. Recently, a new technique has been proposed [1]

which uses only a single fine steering mirror and a single fast CCD array detector for precision

beam pointing. In this technique, the receive LOS is not stabilized but the transmit laser beam

tracks the receive beam on the CCD array with proper point-ahead and with high accuracy.

The purpose of the tracking control loop in optical communications is to achieve stable

and accurate beam pointing in the presence of platform jitter. Digital implementation of control

loops allows greater design flexibility and reduced controller parameter variations compared to

analog control loops. However, the performance of digital control loops is limited by the

sampling rate. Any delay in reading out the sensor and digital processing can also limit the

control loop performance. In addition, in either digital or analog tracking control loops, the

frequency response characteristics of the fine steering mirror can limit the performance.

This paper shows that high pointing accuracy can be achieved for optical

communications, given the Landsat-type platform jitter spectrum [2,3], by using a digital

tracking control loop that incorporates 1) a low cost commercial fine steering mirror with a low

primary resonance frequency of 17 Hz, 2) a moderate sampling rate of 2 KHz, and 3) a pure

delay of one sampling period or 0.5 msec. The design and analysis are all carried out directly in

the z-plane such that the performance of the system can be accurately predicted at high

frequencies and optimized.

Figure 1 shows the basic block diagram of the control loop. In figure 1, Hm (z)is the

cascaded transfer function of Zero Order Hold (ZOH) , fine steering mirror, sensor electronics,

and the pure delay, and Hc (z) is the transfer function of control loop compensation. The

reference input can be the desired point-ahead and the output is then the actual point-ahead.
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From classical control theory [4], the discrete-time transfer function of a continuous-time plant

preceded by ZOH is,

{}
Hm(z) = (1 - Z-l )Z ‘;(s)

where Hm (z) and Hm (s) are the discrete-time and

respectively, and z.{ } denotes the z-transform of the

(1)

continuous-time transfer functions,

time samples of the inverse Laplace

transform of its argument. For a second-order continuous-time plant corresponding to a fine

steering mirror, and after adding an arbitrary pure delay of up to one sampling period to eq.(1),

we obtain,

– Z1
Hm(z) = Am ‘–

– Z2

z (z- P:)(z-P;)
(2)

where Am is a constant, the first fraction on the RHS contains a zero and a pole that are due to

the pure delay, and the second fraction on the RHS contains a zero due to ZOH and a pair of

conjugate poles due to mirror resonance.

The closed loop transfer function of the control loop in figure 1 is given by,

Hcl (Z)=
HJz)HJz)

I + Hc(z)Hm(z)
(3)

where Hc (z) is the compensation transfer function. In the design, the two conjugate poles of

Hm (z) can be directly cancelled by placing two conjugate zeros in Hc (z), which will result in

enhancing the closed loop characteristics.

Direct cancellation of any pole or zero of Hm (z) by Hc (z) in eq.(3) would result in

that pole or zero to remain in the closed loop characteristic polynomial. In the case of any
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troublesome poles or zeros of Hm (z), i.e. those close to or outside the unit circle in the z-plane,

this method cannot be used because it will lead to instability. Instead, following the direct

digital design method of Ragazzini [4], eq.(3) will be rewritten as,

HJz)=
1 Hcl(z)

Hm(z) I – HcI(z)
(4)

Any troublesome pole or zero of Hm (z) can now be cancelled by the numerator of 1– Hcl (z)

or numerator of Hcl (z) in eq.(4), respectively.

The design of compensation ~C (z) can now be completed by specifying the desired

poles of Hcl (z) in eq.(4). To satisfy causality, Hcl (z) must have the same number OfXrOSat

infinity as Hm ( z ) does. For a type I controls ystem, the desired closed loop transfer function is,

z – Z2
HcI (z)= A.l —

(z-pc[)(z-PJ
(5)

where Acl is a constant, Z2 is from eq.(2), and pcl and p~l are the desired closed loop poles.

Inserting eq.(5) in eq.(4),

z (z-pm )( Z-P:)
He(z) = Ac —

Z–zl (z–l)(Z-pc)
(6)

where,

(7)

and



,

Z2
p~ =lPc/ 2 +(l–PcJ(l-P;l)-

1–Z2
(8)

The transfer function of disturbance rejection is given by,

Hdr (Z)=
1

I + Hc(z)Hm(z)
(9)

Inserting eq.(6) in eq.(9), we obtain,

(z-1)(Z-P.)
Hdr (z)= (z _ pci)(z - P:I ~

The same methodology

(lo)

can be extended to type O, type II, or higher order systems.

Furthermore, for pure delays of more than one sampling period, Hm (z) in eq.(2) will include

one extra pole at z=Oand one extra zero for each sampling period unit of delay.

A type I compensation was designed based on the above analysis for a tracking control

loop that incorporated a fine steering mirror with a resonance frequency of 17 Hz, a sampling

rate of 2 KHz, and a pure delay of 0.5 msec. The compensation provides significant phase lead at

around the mirror resonance and higher frequencies to greatly improve stability, accuracy, and

bandwidth of the control loop. The compensation was implemented using a TMS320C30-based

Digital Signal Processing (DSP) board, A 2x2 APD detector/amplifier was used as the sensor,

and a simple centroiding algorithm on the detector/amplifier output was implemented in the DSP

board to obtain the error signal.

A set of measurements described below were performed on the tracking control loop to

determine its performance. Figure 2 shows the frequency response of the fine steering mirror

which corresponds to a second order continuous-time plant with a primary resonance frequency

of 17 Hz and a damping ratio of 0.5. No secondary resonance frequencies were observed up to
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1 KHz. Figure 3 shows the open-loop frequency response of the control loop that includes

compensation, and can be used to obtain phase and gain margins and cross-over frequencies.

Figure 4 shows the disturbance rejection of the control loop. When applying the jitter spectrum

[2,3] based on Landsat and OLYMPUS studies, the disturbance rejection will result in an rms

residual tracking accuracy of 2,0 prad. The measured phase and gain margins are 28 degrees and

3 dB, respectively, and the phase and gain cross-over frequencies are 290 Hz and 206 Hz,

respectively. Measurement plots of closed loop frequency response and step-input closed loop

time response were also obtained but not shown here due to space limitation. These

measurements determined a closed loop bandwidth of 438 Hz, a peak overshoot of 6890, and a

steady state error of O prad as expected in a type I system. Good agreement was obtained

between theory and experiment for all of the above measurements.

An optimization of the type I compensation was then carried out and has resulted in a

predicted rms residual tracking accuracy of 1.1 prad, phase margin of 53 degrees, gain margin of

4 dB, and peak overshoot of 37%. This optimization was done assuming that a high gain margin

is not required because a much reduced controller parameter variation is expected due to digital

implementation. Depending on particular requirements of a given tracking control loop system,

the characteristics of the compensation can be selected and optimized to obtain the best trade-off

between stability and accuracy.

In conclusion, analysis and measurements were presented which show the feasibility of

using low cost fine steering mirrors and moderate sampling rates for discrete-time tracking

control loops for optical communications.

The author thanks C. C. Chen, E. H. Kopf, and J. R. Lesh for many valuable discussions.
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Figure captions

Figure 1 Block diagram of tracking control loop

Figure 2 Frequency response of fine steering mirror

Figure 3 Open-loop frequency response including compensation

Figure 4 Disturbance rejection of tracking control loop
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Figure 1 Block diagram of tracking control loop
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Figure 3 Open-loop frequency response including compensation
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